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FU ' DAMENTAL OF DiGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Note: Attempt all questions.

1. Attempt any four pal1s of the following:
.

(Sx4=20)

(a) Detennine the response of the follpwing system to the UP

signal:

x(n) = {Ion I - 3 :s; n :s; 3}
otherwise

(i) yen) = x (n-1)

(ii) y(n)=x(n+l)

(b) For each of the following impulse response of LTI systems

indicate whether or not the system is causal:

(i) hen] = u (n+2) -u (n-2)

(ii) (Y2)" u(n-I)



·.-' () For the following impulse response ofLTI system indicate

whether or not the system is stable:

(d) The given signal is periodic or not, if peliodic calculate

period:

(e) Find the DFT of the sequence:

x(n) = I for 0 :Sn :s 2

(f) State 'and explain "time reversal of a sequence" propel1Y

of DFT.
,

2. • Attempt any four of the following:

(a) State sampling theorem. Draw the spectrum of a sampled

signal and explainaliasing.

(b) Define all pass systems and minimum phase systems.

(c) Explain the need for multirate signal processing.

(d) Explain how sampling rate can be increased by an Integer

. factor.

(e) Explain the use of overs amp ling to simplify the process of

analog-to-digital conversion in brief.

(f) With the help of block diagram explain Discrete

time processing of continuous time signals.



(a) Obtain the cascaded realization for the following systems:

H z)=i! +3/1 Z-I +~Z-2) (1~3/2 Z-1 +Z-2)
( (1+<+~z-2) (1+~Z-I+~Z-2)

(l-~ Z-I) (l-~ Z-I + ~ Z-2)
H(z)---------------

- (I ~-~ Z-I) (1+z-1 +~ Z-2) (1- ~ Z-I+1,12 Z-1)

(b) Develop Casca!de and Parallel realisatiort structures for:
. ,

H(z)= z/6+ 5/24+ 5/242-1 + 1I24z-2

l-Y2z-l+y,;z-2 .
-~

(c) What is the ef1fect of roundoff noise in digital filters?

Analyse the dinect fonn IIR structure.

4. Attempt any two of the following: (10x2=2~)
.•..0 ;

(a) > Explain the procedure for designing an FIR filter using

Kaisei- Window.

(b) Discuss the Bilin.ear trans.fonnation design techniques for
IIR filters. I •

(c) A filter is to be desigrJed with the following desired
frequency response:

J\v {O - rr/4 ::;w ::; rr/4}
Hd (e ) = ..

e-.I1\\ rr/4<lwl::;rr

Detennine the filter coefficients hd(n) if the window
function is defined as :

{
I 0::; n ~; 4 }

wen) = o otherwise

Also detetl11ine t~1e freq response H (eiw) of the

designed filter.



r .•
S-: Attempt any two of the following: (lOx2=20)

(a) Draw the flow graph of an 8 point DIF FFT algorithm and

explain.

(b) Define Goertzel algorithm._

(c) Explain FOtlrier analysis of conti nuous time signals using
OFT.


